
Coordinating Conjunctions

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Annette, even, now and then passed gracefully up and down in the arms of
one ______ other of the young men.
1.

or

There can be ______ one standard: that of moral equality.2. but

Then he got to his feet ______ filled his pipe.3. and

Here he cast himself on the bed ______ closed his eyes.4. and

______ then, suddenly, she was in his arms.5. And

About the 1st of July he attended another patient in a neighboring village,
who died two ______ three days after delivery.
6.

or

At dawn earnest charges, in double column, were made at different points
on the line, ______ without success.
7.

but

I don't know how many combat troops she has landed, ______ I do know
that her eyes, the air service, is in need of ships.
8. but

There was nothing for it ______ to drive with the wind in the hope of
striking.
9. but

Indeed, there was scarce a direction that would not, sooner ______ later,
have brought me forth on the Pacific.
10. or

You will find, on looking at any rich piece of vegetation, that it is only one
______ two of the nearer clusters that you can by any possibility draw in this
complete manner.

11.
or

He wrote a brief note ______ handed it to the young man.12. and

He wiped it with a cloth ______ placed it on the easel.13. and

We waited in the deepest anxiety for several days, always hoping that we
would hear some tidings concerning him, ______ none came.
14.

but

She prayed in her own words for guidance, ______ none came.15. but
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She only just turned ______ opened the door.16. and

There were one ______ two singular errors in the catalogue.17. or

You are not true art, by any means; ______ what of that?18. but

Sleepily he opened his eyes ______ looked about him.19. and

Suppose one ______ two of them, as the handsomest people sometimes
will, should go to sleep!
20. or
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